We use inelastic neutron scattering to study the temperature and energy dependence of the spin excitation anisotropy in uniaxial-strained electron-doped iron pnictide BaFe1.9Ni0.1As2 near optimal superconductivity (Tc = 20 K). Our work has been motivated by the observation of in-plane resistivity anisotropy in the paramagnetic tetragonal phase of electron-underdoped iron pnictides under uniaxial pressure, which has been attributed to a spin-driven Ising-nematic state or orbital ordering. Here we show that the spin excitation anisotropy, a signature of the spin-driven Isingnematic phase, exists for energies below ∼60 meV in uniaxial-strained BaFe1.9Ni0.1As2. Since this energy scale is considerably larger than the energy splitting of the dxz and dyz bands of uniaxialstrained Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 near optimal superconductivity, spin Ising-nematic correlations is likely the driving force for the resistivity anisotropy and associated electronic nematic correlations.
An electronic nematic phase, where the rotational symmetry of the system is spontaneously broken without breaking the translational symmetry of the underlying lattice [1] , has been observed close to the superconducting phase in iron pnictides [2] . In the undoped state, the parent compounds of iron pnictide superconductors such as BaFe 2 As 2 exhibits a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transition at T s that precedes the onset of long-range collinear antiferromagnetic (AF) order below the ordering temperature T N [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Upon electrondoping via partially replacing Fe by Co or Ni to form Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 [9, 10] or BaFe 2−x Ni x As 2 [11, 12] , both T s and T N are suppressed with increasing doping leading to superconductivity [ Fig. 1(a) ]. A key signature of electronic nematicity has been the in-plane resistivity anisotropy found in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 under uniaxial pressure above the superconducting transition temperature T c , stress-free T N and T s [13] [14] [15] . In particular, recent elastoresistance [15] [16] [17] and elastic moduli [18, 19] measurements on Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 reveal a divergence of the electronic nematic susceptibility, defined as the susceptibility of electronic anisotropy to anisotropic inplane strain, upon approaching T s . While these results indicate that the structural phase transition is driven by electronic degrees of freedom, it is still unclear whether it is due to the spin Ising-nematic state that breaks the in-plane four-fold rotational symmetry of the underlying paramagnetic tetragonal lattice [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , or arises from the orbital ordering of Fe d xz and d yz orbitals among the five Fe 3d orbitals [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Experimentally, inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments on BaFe 2−x Ni x As 2 (x = 0, 0.085, 0.12) under uniaxial pressure indicate that spin excitations at ener-gies below 16 meV change from four-fold symmetric to two-fold symmetric in the tetragonal phase at temperatures approximately corresponding to the onset of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy, thus suggesting that the spin Ising-nematic correlations is associated with the resistivity anisotropy [31] . On the other hand, X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) [32] and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [33, 34] experiments indicate the tendency towards orbital ordering in the tetragonal phase of Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 under uniaxial pressure. In particular, an in-plane electronic anisotropy, characterized by a ∼60 meV energy splitting of two orthogonal bands with dominant d xz (Q 2 ) and d yz (Q 1 ) character in the AF ordered orthorhombic state of undoped BaFe 2 As 2 and underdoped Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 [ Fig. 1 (c), 1(d)], is observed to develop above the stress-free T N and T s similar to the resistivity anisotropy [ Fig. 1 (e)] [33] . Furthermore, the uniaxial pressure necessary to detwin Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 or BaFe 2−x Ni x As 2 iron pnictides can also affect their transport properties [35] , and magnetic [36, 37] and structural [38] phase transitions. Therefore, it remains unclear if the electronic nematic phase is due to the spin Ising-nematic state [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , orbital ordering [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , or applied uniaxial strain via enhanced spin or orbital nematic susceptibility.
One way to reveal whether the spin Ising-nematic state is associated with orbital ordering or not is to determine the energy dependence of the spin excitation anisotropy and its electron doping dependence. By determining the energy and temperature dependence of the spin excitation anisotropy, one can compare the outcome with temperature and electron-doping dependence of the energy splitting of the d xz and d yz bands in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 K/H (r.l.u.)
(Color online) (a) The phase diagram of BaFe2−xNixAs2. In BaFe1.9Ni0.1As2 superconductivity coexists with incommensurate (IC) short-range magnetic order [11] . The mechanical clamp used and the magnetic excitations under uniaxial pressure along b axis are schematically shown in the inset at the top-right. The red squares and dashed line mark T * , a crossover temperature at which intensity of low-energy magnetic excitations at (1, 0) and (0, 1) in BaFe2−xNixAs2 under uniaxial pressure merge [31] . (b) Rocking scans of the elastic magnetic peak at 6 K obtained on HB-1A, background measured at 50 K has been subtracted. The inset shows the rocking scans projected into the [H, K, 0] plane. (c) Schematic Fermi surface of BaFe1.9Ni0.1As2 in the paramagnetic state, the arrows mark nesting wave vectors Q1 = (1, 0) and Q2 = (0, 1). Fermi surfaces originating from different orbitals are shown in different colors. (d) Schematic splitting of dyz and dxz bands at X and Y in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, as found by ARPES [33] . At higher temperatures, the two bands have the same energy (dashed lines) but as temperature is lowered dyz band moves up in energy whereas dxz move down. (e) Schematic temperature dependence of the orbital splitting in (d), under uniaxial pressure the splitting persists to above the stress-free TN and Ts. [33] , and therefore establish whether and how the spin Ising-nematic correlations are associated with orbital ordering [39] .
In this paper, we report INS studies of temperature and energy evolution of the spin excitation anisotropy in superconducting BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 (T c = 20 K, T N ≈ T s ≈ 30±5 K) detwinned under uniaxial pressure [12, [40] [41] [42] [43] . We chose to study BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 because ARPES measurements on Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 samples reveal vanishing energy splitting of the d xz and d yz bands (∼20 meV) and orbital ordering approaching optimal doping [33] . Using time-of-flight neutron spectroscopy, we show that the spin excitation anisotropy in BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 in the low-temperature superconducting state decreases with increasing energy, and vanishes for energies above ∼60 meV (Fig. 2 ). This anisotropy energy scale is remarkably similar to the energy splitting (∼65 meV) of the d xz and d yz bands seen by ARPES in the undoped and electron underdoped Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 iron pnictides [ Fig. 1 (e)] [33] . Upon warming to high temperatures, the spin excitation anisotropy at E = 4.5±0.5 meV decreases smoothly with increasing temperature showing no anomaly across T c , stress-free T N and T s , and vanishes around a crossover temperature T * , where resistivity anisotropy vanishes ( Fig. 3 ) [31] . The energy dependence of the spin excitation anisotropy, however, is weakly temperature dependent from 5 K (≪ T c ) to 35 K (> T N , T s ), and persists below 60 meV. Since the energy splitting of the d xz and d yz orbitals decreases with increasing electron-doping for Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 and diminishes rapidly above T N [33] , our observation of the large energy (∼60 meV) spin excitation anisotropy in the uniaxial strained paramagnetic state of a nearly optimally electron-doped BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 is larger than the energy splitting of optimally doped iron pnictides above T N , thus suggesting that the spin Ising-nematic state may be the driving force for the electronic nematicity in iron pnictides [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Our neutron scattering experiments were carried out at the Wide Angular-Range Chopper Spectrometer (ARCS) at the Spallation Neutron Source and HB-1A triple-axis spectrometer at the High-Flux Isotope Reactor, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 single crystals [40, 41] are cut along the a, b axes and each cut sample is loaded into an individual mechanical clamp with applied uniaxial pressure [44] . 9 crystals with a total mass 6.5 grams were co-aligned. Elastic neutron scattering measurements were carried out on HB-1A to determine the detwinning ratio in the orthorhombic phase. The momentum transfer Q in three-dimensional reciprocal space inÅ −1 is defined as Q = Ha * + Kb * + Lc * , where H, K, and L are Miller indices and a * =â2π/a, b * =b2π/b, c * =ĉ2π/c with a ≈ b = 5.564Å, and c = 12.77Å. In the AF ordered state of a fully detwinned sample, the AF Bragg peaks should occur at (±1, 0, L) (L = 1, 3, 5, · · · ) positions in reciprocal space [7] . For elastic neutron scattering measurements on HB-1A, the samples are aligned in the scattering plane spanned by the wave vectors (1, 0, 3) and (0, 1, 3) with E i = 14.6 meV. Figure 1(b) shows elastic scans through the (1, 0, 3) and (0, 1, 3) positions to obtain the ratio (R = I 10 /I 01 ) of magnetic intensities. Two Gaussians with linear backgrounds having the same widths and backgrounds were fit to scans as solid lines [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Anisotropy of intensities between Q 1 = (1, 0) and Q 2 = (0, 1) is then obtained through δ = (I 10 − I 01 )/(I 10 + I 01 ) = (R − 1)/(R + 1) ≈ I 10 and I 01 are related to the imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility χ ′′ 10 and χ ′′ 01 , respectively, via the Bose factor [5] . Figures 2(a) , 2(c), and 2(e) show constant-energy slices of spin excitations in BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 in the (H, K) plane at 5 K for energy transfers E = 4.5 ± 0.5, 16 ± 2, and 100 ± 10 meV, respectively. For E = 4.5 ± 0.5 meV, the scattering intensity at Q 1 = (±1, 0) is much stronger than at Q 2 = (0, ±1) [ Fig. 2(a) ] [31] . Figure 2 at (1, 0) . On increasing the energy to E = 16 ± 2 meV, the intensity difference between Q 1 = (±1, 0) and Q 2 = (0, ±1) becomes smaller [Fig. 2(c) ], as revealed in constant-energy cuts of Fig. 2(d) . At an energy transfer of E = 100 ± 10 meV, the scattering becomes isotropic, and no discernible difference can be seen at Q 1 = (±1, 0) and Q 2 = (0, ±1) [ Fig. 2(e) ]. This is confirmed by constant-energy cuts along the [H, 0] and [0, K] directions [ Fig. 2(f) ]. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) is similar to T = 5 K [ Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) ]. On warming to T = 35 K (T > T s ≥ T N > T c ) corresponding to the tetragonal state in stress-free samples, clear differences in spin excitation intensity between Q 1 = (±1, 0) and Q 2 = (0, ±1) can be still seen [ Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) ]. The differences between these two wave vectors essentially disappear at T = 75 K, a temperature well above the strain-free T s and T N [ Fig. 3(e) and 3(f) ]. The spin excitation anisotropy δ decreases smoothly with increas-ing temperature and vanishes around 80 K [ Fig. 3(g) ], similar to the resistivity anisotropy [31] .
To quantitatively determine the energy and temperature dependence of spin excitation anisotropy, we systematically made constant-energy slices and cuts along [H, 0] and [0, K] at various energies similar to Figs. 2 and 3. Based on the cuts, we can estimate the energy dependence of the spin excitation anisotropy δ [44] . Figure 4(a) shows that the spin excitation anisotropy (δ) decreases with increasing energy and vanishes for energy transfers above ∼60 meV at T = 5 K (≪ T c , T N , T s ). On warming to 35 K, a temperature above T c , T N , and T s , the energy of the spin excitation anisotropy still persists to about ∼60 meV, similar to 5 K [ Fig. 4(b) ].
We are now in a position to compare and contrast our results with the orbital ordering tendencies indicated by the ARPES measurements [33] . The energy splitting of the d xz and d yz bands in undoped and underdoped Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 is also about ∼60 meV, and is likewise weakly temperature dependent below T s [ Fig. 1(e) ] [33] . Upon increasing the doping level to near optimal superconductivity, the ARPES-measured orbital splitting energy in electron-doped iron pnictides decreases to ∼20 meV and vanishes very rapidly above T N , T s [33] . Since the ARPES-measured orbital splitting energy [33] and neutron scattering measured spin excitation anisotropy [31] in the paramagnetic state may be uniaxial strain dependent [35] , it would be more constructive to compare the doping dependence of the spin excitation anisotropy in the uniaxial strained paramagnetic state with those of APRES measurements. For BaFe 2 As 2 , our unpublished results suggest spin excitation anisotropy persists to about 60 meV at 145 K (just above T N , T s of 140 K) [5] . For BaFe 1.9 Ni 0.1 As 2 , δ is also nonzero below ∼60 meV both below and above T N , T s [ Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b)]. This means that spin excitations anisotropy is weakly doping dependent and has a larger anisotropy energy scale than that of the ARPES-measured orbital splitting energy, suggesting that it is likely the spin channel, instead of the orbital sector, that drives the Ising-nematic correlations.
To further analyze the energy dependence of the spin correlations, we show in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) the energy dependence of the sum, χ ′′ 10 + χ ′′ 01 , and difference, χ ′′ 10 − χ ′′ 01 , of the dynamic susceptibilities at the two wave vectors (For the measured energy and temperature range, χ ′′ (Q, ω) is directly proportional to the measured neutron scattering intensity assuming the magnetism is essentially two-dimensional and after correcting for the magnetic form factor), respectively. It is seen that both quantities increase as energy is decreased. Within the measured energy range, both the sum and difference can be fit with a power-law dependence on the energy, ∼ 1/E α , with exponents α being 0.50(5) and 1.0(1) respectively. The ratio, δ, can also be fitted with a powerlaw divergence, although this divergence must be trun-cated at frequencies below the measured low-frequency limit, because δ must be bound by 1.
It is instructive to contrast the spin nematic scenario with an alternative picture based on orbital ordering. Since the electron-doping evolution of the low-energy spin excitations in BaFe 2−x Ni x As 2 is consistent with quasiparticle excitations between the hole Fermi surfaces near Γ and electron Fermi surfaces at Q 1 = (1, 0) (Q 2 = (0, 1)) [ Fig. 1(c) ] [45] , an energy splitting of the d xz and d yz bands at these two wave vectors should result in spin excitation anisotropy as seen by INS [39] . However, this picture would require that the tendency towards the orbital ordering is stronger than the spin-excitation anisotropy, which is opposite to our results near the optimal electron doping. Nevertheless, since spin and orbital degrees of freedom in iron pnictides are generally coupled, it may not be experimentally possible to conclusively determine if spin or orbital degrees of freedom is the driving force for the enhanced nematic susceptibility.
In summary, we have discovered that the four-fold symmetric to two-fold symmetric transition of spin excitations in BaFe 2−x Ni x As 2 under uniaxial pressure is energy dependent and occurs for energy transfers below about 60 meV in near optimally electron-doped iron pnictides. Since orbital splitting becomes vanishingly small for optimally electron-doped iron pnictides in the paramagnetic state of uniaxial strained sample, our results would suggest that the spin excitation anisotropy or spin Isingnematic correlations is the driving force for the electronic nematic correlations in iron pnictides.
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